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Portable deployment
See Fig. 1. The HG3 MLA can be set up for
portable deployment using the lightweight
optional T-1U UNIVERSAL TRIPOD with the
optional aluminum
metal mast. The
metal mast has a
standard 1/4” pipe
fitting into which
either the tripod or
the AR-1 HD
antenna rotator
output shaft is
threaded.
Use caution when
deployed in this
way. The HG3 will
be somewhat top
heavy, especially
when attached to
the optional AR-1
HD antenna rotator.
Use the supplied
Fig1. HG3 portable on T-1U
UNIVERSAL TRIPOD
guy ropes. Do not
leave the HG3
unattended.
The RCA antenna mount
See Fig. 2 at right.
For fixed
deployment, use
mounting clamps
such the RCA
Antenna Mount or
equivalent. It allows
mounting the HG3
Fig. 2 RCA Antenna Mount
to a steel pipe or to
your roof and/or an external wall. It comes
supplied with all hardware, including “U”
brackets, bolts and screws for mounting the
plate to a wooden structure. It is available from
many sources including preciseRF.

Fixed mounting of the HG3 MLA
See Fig. 3. Use the aforementioned RCA
Antenna Mount.
Secure the bracket
jaws to the steel
pipe and the round
“U” bolts to the HG3
mast. The pipe can
be mounted to a
fixed structure using
either the brackets,
or secured to the
surface. Even in
fixed installations,
use the supplied
guying ropes.

Fixed mounting
the AR-1 rotator
See Fig. 4. The
AR-1 HD features a
solid metal plate
that is bolted to the
AR-1 base. A 1/4”
pipe thread allows it
to accept 1/4” pipe
threaded tripod
heads. It is also
furnished with an 8”
steel pipe with a
1/4” thread. Using
the RCA Antenna
Mount, this pipe in
turn clamps to a
fixed mounting pipe
which can be
attached to a solid
structural object.
Maximum allowable
combined weight is
15 lb.

Fig3. HG3 mounted to a steel pipe

Fig 4. Rotator mounted to a steel
pipe

